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ABSTRACT

Software-generated news, sometimes called “ro-
bot journalism,” has recently given rise to concerns 
that the automation of news will make journalists 
redundant. These arguments follow a determin-
istic line of thinking. Algorithms choose informa-
tion for users but are also the construct of social 
process and practice. The aim of this essay is to 
explore “the algorithmic turn” (Napoli, 2014a) in 
news production. Based on case studies from three 
separate news outlets it is found that the impact of 
automated news is, first, increased efficiency and 
job satisfaction with automation of monotonous 
and error-prone routine tasks; second, automa-
tion of journalism routine tasks resulting in losses 
of journalist jobs; and third, new forms of work 
that require computational thinking.

INTRODUCTION

This essay is based on an exploratory study of a 
recent development in computational journalism: 
news generated by software where tens of thou-
sands of similar stories are automatically written 
based on large datasets. The study draws upon 
qualitative data, a diversity of opinions expressed 
in 24 exploratory expert interviews. The aim is to 
add to a limited body of research on the impact of 
algorithms on the production of media content as 
well as how this is disrupting journalism practice 
and the normative foundation of journalism. Re-
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cently, software-generated news – somewhat mis-
leadingly called “robot journalism” – has risen to 
the headlines in accounts of how the automation 
of news will make journalists redundant. These ar-
guments follow a deterministic logic that rings fa-
miliar to sociologists researching technology, work 
and organisations; yet the capacity and effects of 
technology are essentially conditional to social con-
struction, not a technically transparent description 
(Grint & Woolgar, 1997, p. 165). Algorithms can 
be likened to a knowledge machine that chooses 
information for users, but also to a social process 
by which these formulas are made legitimate in the 
system (Gillespie, 2014). The aim of this essay is 
to explore “the algorithmic turn” (Napoli, 2014a) in 
existing operations of automated news from an in-
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key factors in the development of journalism and 
media (McLuhan, 2011; Örnebring, 2010; Pav-
lik, 2000; Powers, 2012) and rapid technological 
changes force journalists to upgrade their skills 
(Örnebring, 2016). Consider a time quite recently 
when newsrooms had no access to photocopying 
machines, mobile phones, the Internet, email or 
digital equipment such as cameras or voice record-
ers. Imagine how these new opportunities have 
changed the way journalists interact with the world 
outside the newsroom, where at the same time pro-
cessual operating tools have made it easier to man-
age editorial tasks, such as editing, proof reading, 
visualisation, and content design.

When Philip Meyer worked on his eminent book 
Precision Journalism in the 1960s he wanted to in-
troduce scientific methods from social sciences to 
journalists. We have come a long way from the first 
version of the book (P. Meyer, 1973) where his main 
tool for making advanced use of data was the slide 
rule. By the time the next edition was published in 
1979 Meyer was already instructing journalists how 
to use computers. Still, software was rudimentary, 
processing power weak and the computer had yet 
to arrive on a massive scale in newsrooms. The 
first pioneers had to write their own software, or 
ask coders to do the job. Fifteen to twenty years 

stitutional perspective on technology and journal-
ism work. 

Two research questions were asked. RQ1: How 
do managers, journalists, and programmers work-
ing with news innovations anticipate the future 
of software-generated news? What do they think 
about the role of journalists? RQ2: How can auto-
mation help elevate journalists from repetitive rou-
tine tasks to more advanced forms of reporting? 

Three separate cases of existing news automa-
tion are presented. The analysis is inspired by a 
discursive framework for the relationship between 
journalistic work and technology developed by 
Matthew Powers (2012). The impact of algorithms 
can be 1) increased efficiency and job satisfaction 
with automation of monotonous and error-prone 
routine tasks, 2) automation of journalism routine 
tasks resulting in losses of journalist jobs, and 3) 
new forms of work “yet-to-be-invented” that re-
quire computational thinking.

TECHNOLOGY AND JOURNALISM

Technology – the combination of technical devices 
and instructions to make them work, such as soft-
ware – has during the centuries been one of the 

later, computers had “near complete adoption” in 
newsrooms (Garrison, 2001a) though used on an 
advanced level by a few (Maier, 2000).

The speed of technological change is maybe 
higher than in any previous instance in the his-
tory of journalism. The diffusion of technology in 
the world is accelerating: while it took 75 years to 
reach fifty million users of telephones, the digi-
tal game Angry Birds collected the same number 
of users in 35 days. And a service like WhatsApp 
gained more followers during its first six years in 
existence than Christianity in its first nineteen cen-
turies (Frey & Osborne, 2015). However, with diffu-
sion of new technology comes tension in the news-
room: the division of labour between “traditional” 
journalists and colleagues more adept at using new 
technology seems to widen in times of change until 
the early adopters are joined by others (Garrison, 
2001b; Maier, 2000; Singer, 2004). For instance, 
while multimedia news is already well established, 
a larger work force of multimedia journalists has 
been slow to arrive to the newsroom (Hermida & 
Thurman, 2008; Saltzis & Dickinson, 2008). 

Now, journalists are facing an even greater 
transformation: the automation of journalism 
work (Clerwall, 2014; Kim, Lee, Kim, Kuppuswa-
my, & Jo, 2007; Latar, 2014; Matsumoto, Nakaya-
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are discovered, presented, aggregated, monetised, 
and archived” (Cohen, Hamilton, & Turner, 2011). 
In our case news “robots” are computer programs 
containing algorithms that detail the specific in-
structions a computer should perform (in a specific 
order) to replicate the end results of journalism.

Algorithms do not have a generally accepted 
formal definition, but the term often refers to a self-
contained step-by-step set of operations to be per-
formed, such as calculation, data processing, and 
automated reasoning – a set of rules that precisely 
defines a sequence of precise instructions that can 
be understood by a computer. Sometimes the ques-
tion is asked: Is there an algorithm for journalism? 
The answer is yes, but to a certain degree. An al-
gorithm can also contain instructions for people 
who work with routine tasks in journalism. “For 
people to follow the rules of an algorithm, the rules 
must be formulated so that they can be followed in 
a robot-like manner, that is, without the need for 
thought” (Stone, 1971, pp. 4-5).

In that case the instructions would be written 
out in “pseudocode,” a non-computer, non-compi-
lable language that is computer-like but still con-
tains enough natural language to be readable (Ber-
ry, 2011). In plain English it would read something 
like:

Find a piece of new information that adheres to 
a fixed set of news rules such as human curiosity, 
relevance and impact, contact three publicly recog-
nised and independent sources for comment and 
context, produce an article of 200 words written 
according to the newsroom stylebook, and submit 
that to an editor or directly to the audience.

These basic instructions can be followed by 
computers as well and the concept of a strictly rule-
based form of journalism work is applied in auto-
mated news, however only in a very limited domain 
and I will come back to that. What about journalism 
higher up in the knowledge hierarchy – can that be 
simulated and optimised by smart machines? In 
principle, an institutional approach to journalism 
would depart from the understanding that news is 
the result of adaption of certain normative obliga-
tions that “come to take a rule like status in thought 
and action” (J. W. Meyer & Rowan, 1977, p. 341) 
produced inside a physical organisation or a cul-
tural and social system.

ma, Harada, & Kuniyoshi, 2007; Napoli, 2014b; 
Van Dalen, 2012), such as the use of algorithms as 
a way to gain insights about what is engaging the 
audience (Edge, 2014). The technology in this case 
consists of newsroom computerisation in the form 
of software-generated news – a concept somewhat 
overlapping other terms such as artificial intelli-
gence (AI) news, robot journalism, bot-driven or 
data-driven journalism, computational journalism 
or algorithmic journalism – and it is already having 
an impact on journalism practice (Karlsen & Stav-
elin, 2014; Stavelin, 2014).

COMPUTATIONAL JOURNALISM

I consider computational journalism the most 
proper unifying concept, which, according to 
Young and Hermida (2014), refers to “forms of al-
gorithmic, social scientific and mathematical pro-
cesses and systems for the production of news” or, 
with a more normative approach, “the combination 
of algorithms, data, and knowledge from the social 
sciences to supplement the accountability func-
tion of journalism” (Hamilton & Turner, 2009, 2). 
This implies a systemic change in the way “stories 
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JOURNALISM AS TACIT KNOWLEDGE

In most countries, practicing journalism has never 
depended on a systematic body of knowledge ac-
quired through formal training (Powers, 2012). It is 
also known that journalists are not very confident 
of their occupational roles (Sparrow, 1999; Tun-
stall, 1975) and important features of their work, 
such as passion or creativity, are mostly left out of 
an equation that serves to support claims to profes-
sionalism. Journalism is, to a large extent, based 
on what Michael Polanyi called tacit knowledge, 
meaning “we can know more than we can tell” 
(Polanyi, 1967, 4). This matter is illuminated, for 
instance, by the way journalists try to explain the 
most decisive rules in journalism: the newswor-
thiness rules. Rules can be regarded as routines, 
procedures, conventions, roles, strategies, organ-
isational forms, and technologies around which 
a certain activity is constructed (March & Olsen, 
1989). Around these roles and routines there is a 
web of “beliefs, paradigms, codes, cultures, and 
knowledge” that both support and contradict them. 
Thus, these procedural rules in the newsroom in 
theory stipulate what kind of events become a sto-
ry, what facts are relevant, the appropriate setting 
in time for that report, who has the authority to be 

interviewed for a story, and how that story shall be 
presented. However, these rules are changing with 
conditions and are often inconsistent, thus they are 
not automatic. 

The discrepancy between the news criteria and 
the way news turns out in practice has been some-
thing of a mystery to journalism researchers. News 
should be accurate, fresh, timely and unexpected, 
both interesting and important, but as Timothy 
Cook (1998) notes, beyond that nobody knows: 
“Reporters, asked what newsworthiness is, usually 
cannot answer the questions” (p. 72). One reason 
could be that daily news work is grounded in the 
production processes (Ess, 2014; Thorén, 2014) 
and does not offer much opportunity for paralysing 
self-reflection. An alternative answer would be that 
journalism actually is more creative and improvi-
sational than researchers tend to think, despite a 
certain reliance on routines and rules. Even though 
there are occupations where persons acquire skills 
and reach the “automated phase of learning” (Eric-
sson, 2004, p. S70) this cannot be the case in jour-
nalism confronted by uncertainty where continued 
deliberate practice is necessary for maintenance of 
skills performance.

News, for instance, is often a product of negotia-
tion and social engagement with sources where the 

“rules of appropriateness” (March & Olsen, 1989) 
can be quite different from formal rules that might 
serve as rituals, for instance celebrating the watch-
dog role of journalists. I would also add that break-
ing these rules of appropriateness can be necessary 
in cases when information is withheld and sources 
are hard to get. Further, the influence from the in-
stitutional environment should not be neglected 
since comparative studies show that similar nor-
mative obligations are translated into role percep-
tions that diverge in different countries (Hanitzsch 
et al., 2011).

At least in normative journalism theory, if not 
always in popular discourse, journalists are what 
Rushworth Kidder (1995) defines as “good people”; 
they “seem to have some conscious sense of vision, 
some deep core of ethical values that gives them the 
courage to stand up to the tough choices.” The ex-
ternal moral guidance such as institutional norms 
and principles typified in codes of ethics journalists 
are supported by an internal view of the virtues of 
justice and integrity, a “moral psychology for jour-
nalists based in virtue” (Quinn, 2007).

Thus a journalism algorithm needs to reflect a 
behaviour that is not always rule-based but reflec-
tive and flexible in the sense that the application 
of explicit and internalised rules to complex situa-
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QUANTITATIVE OPPORTUNITIES

The rapid development of software-generated news 
coincides with a quantitative and computational 
shift in journalism where reporters are feeling more 
confident in using statistical methods for mining 
and analysing data and creating stories based on 
this material  (Anderson, 2011; Coddington, 2015; 
Cohen, Li, Yang, & Yu, 2011; Flew, Spurgeon, Dan-
iel, & Swift, 2012; Howard, 2014; Parasie & Dagiral, 
2012). For instance, machine learning techniques 
have become an integral part of editorial work at 
big media companies such as the Guardian, Re-
uters, and the New York Times. Traditionally, jour-
nalists have mainly relied on qualitative methods 
for their research, but the supply of easy-to-use, 
cheap, or free software for processing large data 
sets has opened new opportunities. The personal 
memory capacity and analytical processing capa-
bilities of journalists have already been augmented 
with the aid of computers.

The digital revolution has also expanded the 
supply and availability of data that can be used for 
computational journalistic processes; this is the 
explosion of what is popularly labelled “Big Data” 
(Fairfield & Shtein, 2014; Lewis & Westlund, 2014). 
Journalists are transferring from a world where 

they are exposed and reacting to largely unstruc-
tured information into a structured information 
environment where events can be anticipated to a 
larger extent than before. 

AUTOMATION ANXIETY

“Robot journalism” has in the popular discourse 
been regarded both as a threat and a savior for hu-
man journalists. Automation or computer anxiety 
is certainly not a new thing in either knowledge 
work in general or journalism in particular. Aris-
totle, Queen Elisabeth I, the Luddites, James Joyce 
and John Maynard Keynes were all concerned with 
the impact of technology on employment (Acemog-
lu & Robinson, 2012; Akst, 2013).The advent of the 
computer in newsrooms some thirty years ago cre-
ated tension and journalists are actually the only 
ones who have survived the change while other 
non-editorial occupations such as typesetters, tele-
phone operators, and darkroom assistants have all 
but disappeared (Linden, 2017).

The digital revolution has mainly benefitted 
people as consumers, creating many things offered 
for free, including news. On the other hand, new 
employment opportunities have mainly been cre-

tions is ambiguous. Determining what is appropri-
ate in a specific situation is a “nontrivial exercise” 
(March & Olsen, 1989, p. 25).

AUTOMATION AND JOURNALISM

In spite of this uncertainty about the rule-based 
part of journalism, codification of journalism 
knowledge is already happening; specific forms of 
news work have been broken down to parts that can 
be automated. Development in rudimentary AI for 
journalism and media is fast and commercial appli-
cations of automated news services provided by, for 
instance, the two American companies Narrative 
Science and Automated Insights, are producing 
millions of stories based on structured data from 
financial markets and sports events for media cus-
tomers such as The Big Ten Network, Forbes, and 
the Associated Press. Computers are programmed 
to produce standard stories that are almost impos-
sible to distinguish from articles written by humans 
(Clerwall, 2014) – and algorithms are trained to be-
come smarter. It is worth noting that Facebook has 
been accused of employing journalists to train its 
algorithms to select stories for the news feed that 
might interest people (Nunez, 2016).
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ated for highly skilled workers. In the digital age, 
innovators and entrepreneurs are the main benefi-
ciaries. Oxford researchers (Frey & Osborne, 2013) 
predict that 45% of American occupations will be 
automated within the next 20 years. The first stage 
will be using computational power to replace jobs 
that rely on such things as pattern recognition, data 
gathering and distillation, and computational algo-
rithms. The researchers also predict that artificial 
intelligence will eventually put jobs in manage-
ment, science, engineering, and the arts at risk.

Further, even though creative jobs such as jour-
nalism in general are likely not to be automated, 
forms of media such as newspapers are more sus-
ceptible to automation (Bakhshi, Frey, & Osbourne, 
2015), and certain routine tasks that journalists 
perform will continue to be automated as well. Re-
search does not point to automation as a cause of 
direct job losses in creative occupations, but the 
impact can be felt in many indirect ways. In conclu-
sion, there is an algorithm for journalism, but even 
though some parts of news work – “low journal-
ism” – will be automated, there is reason to believe 
that more demanding forms – “high journalism” – 
will benefit from man-machine combinations that 
ideally would have the journalist in charge.

METHOD AND DATA

This journalism-centric or “internalist” (Anderson, 
2013) organisational-level case study explores cur-
rent software-generated news practices, mainly in 
the United States, from a systemic occupational 
perspective. News automation has reached the 
market stage in the U.S. while still being in the pre-
market stage in much of Europe (Dörr, 2015). The 
study draws upon qualitative data, a diversity of 
opinions expressed in 24 exploratory expert inter-
views. The initial respondents were identified and 
interviewed at three separate conferences about 
data journalism. These were the Global Editors 
Network Summit in Barcelona, Spain in June 2014, 
the Nordic Data Journalism Conference (NODA15) 
in Ålesund, Norway, in January 2015 and the Na-
tional Institute for Computer-Assisted Report-
ing (NICAR) conference in Atlanta, USA in March 
2015.

In addition to this, expert interviews were con-
ducted in person at two universities that combine 
education and research in journalism with comput-
er science, as well as three commercial companies 
and one non-profit organisation that have experi-
ence in developing and distributing automatically 
generated news. Three cases were selected based 

on information gained in these interviews and from 
industry reports. These cases were the Associated 
Press and ProPublica in New York and Local Labs 
in Chicago; from these organisations, more focused 
interviews with a total of five key people were then 
conducted.

The data was obtained through dialogical in-
terviews which provided the researcher with de-
scriptions, narratives, and texts (Kvale, 2005). The 
discussions were recorded and transcribed before 
interpretation of meaning. Of the total number of 
interviewees from the conferences and the news 
organisations, eight were data journalists, three 
news editors, two managers of news operations, 
six scholars with an interest in computational jour-
nalism, four representatives of companies produc-
ing news automation services, and one was a tech 
expert in the financial markets. Out of these 24 
people, only four were women, which reflects that 
computational journalism is mainly populated by 
men, rather than the result of a biased selection of 
people to interview.

As a method, expert interviews are particularly 
appropriate in research aimed at reconstructing 
explicit expert knowledge (Pfadenhauer, 2009). 
Talking to experts is an especially efficient meth-
od of gathering data in the exploratory phase of a 
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research project compared with, for instance, par-
ticipatory observation or systematic quantitative 
surveys (Bogner, Littig, & Menz, 2009). Experts 
are people who hold key positions in their organ-
isations and in the case of this study their support, 
possibly motivated by a shared understanding of 
the social relevance of the research, made it easier 
to gain access to an extended circle of experts.

Two research questions were asked:

RQ1: How do managers, journalists, and program-
mers working with news innovations anticipate the 
future of software-generated news? What do they 
think about the role of journalists? 

RQ2: How can automation help elevate journalists 
from repetitive routine tasks to more advanced forms 
of reporting?

FINDINGS

Three different cases of news automation will be 
presented next within a discursive framework for 
the relationship between journalistic work and 
technology developed by Matthew Powers (2012). 

Journalists have during the last four decades as-
sessed the impact of new technology in their work 
in three distinct ways: (1) as exemplars of continu-
ity; (2) as threats to be subordinated; and (3) as 
possibilities for journalistic reinvention (Powers, 
2012). Journalists tend to discuss “technologically 
specific” forms of work, a term which according to 
Powers refers to “work rooted in the affordances of 
technical capacities that also make claims about the 
journalistic nature of such work” (Powers, 2012, p. 
25). This study gives practical examples of all three 
discourses in advanced computational journalism. 
These cases are not comparable in between and do 
not contain any grand narratives of the changing 
nature of journalism, but they exemplify the three 
different traits that have been laid out.

Case 1: Associated Press
Software generated news is used to ensure the conti-
nuity of news operations by increasing efficiency with 
automation of certain editorial tasks, such as laborious, 
monotonous, and error-prone routine duties.

In New York in early 2014, editors at the Asso-
ciated Press, a news agency formed in the spring 
of 1846, started testing simple algorithms from 
software provider Automated Insights in Durham, 

North Carolina, that generated earnings reports on 
listed companies. The underlying data was provid-
ed by Zacks Financial Services in Chicago, Illinois. 
The AP has struggled with downsizing for a number 
of years while customers have expected reporters 
to maintain the same volume of wire news. One of 
the most demanding editorial tasks has been cov-
erage of earnings reports. The “earnings season” 
occurs four times a year when listed companies 
publish their quarterly earnings reports. Financial 
journalists at AP used to be tied up for the whole 
day probing through the numbers. AP’s standards 
editor Tom Kent, a veteran journalist at the news 
agency, came up with an ethical checklist (Kent, 
2015) for software-generated news. His final piece 
of advice in the list is:

The best protection as you move further into robot 
newswriting is a constant focus on testing, and on 
making sure editors understand how the software re-
ally works. Plus recognition that many things are still 
best done by humans.

With intensive testing, AP went to lengths to 
make sure the language in the automatically gener-
ated texts was rich enough, adhered to the estab-
lished AP style guide, and exhibited domain-specif-
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ic features, so that, for instance, financial news did 
not look like sports news. Thus, the newsroom was 
looking to create something more than templates 
with blanks to fill, like Mad Libs, the phrasal tem-
plate word game. A news manager at AP said in the 
interview:

It’s a much more creative act than that. It’s based 
on analysis, and then a real writing process […] and 
that’s very important, because I think our subscribers 
and readers would go crazy if every story read exactly 
the same way. […] They’re supposed to be stories, 
they’re not supposed to be reformatted data.

With every article produced automatically by 
AP comes a link that explains how the piece has 
been generated and where the data comes from.

Internal evaluation of automation shows, ac-
cording to the interviews, that earnings stories 
contain fewer spelling or calculation errors than 
man-made articles, that the output has gone from 
around 300 stories per earnings season to more 
than 3,700, and that reporters are more satisfied 
than before. The processing time from when the 
press release arrives to when the news item reach-
es the customer is anywhere between one and ten 
minutes. A news manager said:

I was shocked at how easy it turned out to be. […] 
I’ve just been really surprised [...] that things weren’t 
harder than they’ve been or that they weren’t impos-
sible.

A human reporter reads a limited number of 
earnings reports carefully to analyse implications 
for the American economy since the performance 
of certain companies such as John Deere or Cater-
pillar is an indicator of general trends. A few large 
and complex companies such as Citigroup and Sa-
lomon Brothers are only handled by human report-
ers.

AP has been able to save financial resources 
and move money into the travel and entertainment 
budget. A news manager said:

I definitely see a difference in terms of the flow of 
work and the lift in the newsroom, the lack of drudg-
ery. One day I walked into the area, I’d been in a 
meeting, and one of the desk editors was standing 
up talking to someone at 9:40 in the morning and I 
thought to myself, “During earnings season before, 
you never ever would have seen someone up, having 
a conversation, unless there was a problem.”

This case can arguably be analysed as an exam-
ple of how technology becomes a part of continuity.

Case 2: Local Labs
Automation of journalism’s routine tasks can also be 
framed as a threat materialising in loss of journalist jobs. 
However, in this case automation enables small town pa-
pers to survive in print and the creation of new ones.

Local Labs is a small company in Chicago, Il-
linois founded in 2006 that operates small town 
newspapers on its own and provides local editions 
and other services for metro newspapers in sub-
urbs. The company was formerly known as Journat-
ic and changed its name after a controversy around 
fake bylines and other ethical issues (Romenesko, 
2014; Tarkov, 2012). Local Labs unifies and cen-
tralises editorial processes with its combination of 
a newsroom management system with partly auto-
mated content creation and proactive gathering of 
events information. The operational logic is that an 
American town of 100,000 inhabitants has roughly 
20,000 news sources that are people and organ-
isations arranging events. By approaching these 
sources with automated emails, which are trig-
gered by a rationale based on seasonal celebrations 
or other regularly occurring events, newsrooms are 
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less dependent on the memory capacity of individ-
ual reporters. A manager at the company says:

This technological solution is about fewer journalists 
going and asking and the machine facilitating it so 
that the knowledge and the memory in the business 
are in the institution, not in the individual journalist.

Local Labs is minimizing the employment of 
journalists and has moved certain functions like 
newspaper design to low-cost countries like the 
Philippines. The business logic is that reactive jour-
nalism costs money that can be saved by building 
proactive editorial solutions, for instance anticipa-
tory processes or developing software that fills the 
newspaper pages automatically without any hu-
man intervention. One representative of the com-
pany explains: “If you’re reactive every week, then 
it costs more money.”

Local Labs uses different combinations of jour-
nalists and machines to produce content  – some-
times human only, sometimes machine only, some-
times hybrid production forms. The representative 
says there is no way to take man out of the equa-
tion, but it is possible to make man more efficient. 
However, the idea that machines will become smart 

enough to replace journalists is in his view out of 
the question. According to the manager,

The idea that we’re going to take unstructured data 
someday, it’s never going to happen ever. It’s a pipe 
dream. Algorithms only work on structured data. 
That’s it. They only work on structured inputs. That’s 
true of any computer. You can’t take unstructured in-
puts and structure them on the fly.

Local Labs is using automation and new ways of 
organising work, including outsourcing to low-cost 
countries, to offer solutions for publishers at a very 
attractive price but reducing the numbers of jour-
nalists needed to run a news operation.

Case 3: ProPublica
Automation can also create new forms of employment 
as part of the reinvention of journalism.

ProPublica, a non-profit news organisation in 
New York founded in 2007, decided in 2012 to ex-
periment with software-generated news together 
with Narrative Science. A news application, Op-
portunity Gap, was created in a few weeks and 
produced more than 52,000 stories about the qual-

ity of American schools. The evaluation received 
mixed views. One of the data journalists involved 
explained why this probably should be a one-off 
project:

When we write a story with numbers, we painfully 
pick the right words to say each number and report 
about it. I guess maybe for some things like a sports 
story or weather story that are exactly the same every 
time, that that could save resources. But our expe-
rience was […] going through and checking all that 
stuff was a nightmare. It was an interesting experi-
ence, but not one I would want to repeat.

The assistant managing editor Scott Klein, who 
leads the News App team at ProPublica, explained 
in a blog post (Klein, 2013) how journalists worked 
together with engineers to tune algorithms and find 
the right style, a slow and cumbersome process.

From the other side, people involved in design-
ing the automated news application experienced 
the same concerns that were presented in the lit-
erature review – namely, journalists are not able to 
explain in detail the work they are doing. A com-
puter scientist noted:

[ ] @
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We thought that the journalists could tell us what is 
the structure of a baseball game recap story. They 
couldn’t. They can do it, but they can’t express it ex-
plicitly. It’s not part of the culture of journalism to 
be reflective on the structure of the genre. […] The 
reason we were surprised is that I think that for other 
literary pursuits, it is. If you write poetry or short sto-
ries, the kinds of poems there can be and the kinds 
of short stories there are and the way, in which the 
logic of a story is propelled forward, I think that’s a 
lot of what somebody who goes to study how to write. 
[…] One of the things we realized is that journalism 
isn’t that way because a lot of the training in journal-
ism is really more about finding the story and finding 
the information and less about the writing per se. The 
writing is not even important at some level.

The real world as expressed in digitally stored 
data must be standardised and unified in a formal 
manner, otherwise the algorithms will not be able 
to process and generate news. From one data sci-
entist’s point of view it is understandable that there 
is so much unusable data, for instance in public re-
cords:

Eighty per cent of any data project is standardisation, 
normalisation, and validation. It’s cleaning the data 
up and making it vaguely useful. Everyone’s so sloppy 
about data but … it doesn’t really matter if there are 
gaps because nobody was using it for anything.

“Cleaning” data means detecting and remov-
ing errors and inconsistencies from data as well as 
acting upon missing information or misspellings 
in order to improve the quality of data (Rahm & 
Do, 2000). The integration of data from different 
sources also requires extensive manual work. At 
ProPublica a team of ten programmers work with 
the data, of which only one person has a degree 
in journalism, but the whole newsroom seems to 
be very data literate based on the interviews. Pro-
Publica also sells cleaned data sets. Even if this only 
produces small revenues it shows how new forms 
of journalism are emerging.

CHALLENGES FOR JOURNALISTS

In the first research question it was asked how man-
agers, journalists, and programmers working with 
news innovations anticipate the future of software-

generated news and what do they think about the 
role of journalists. The interviews show that com-
puter scientists are quite happy to work with jour-
nalists because they know they might get to work 
with data which is hard to access. Quite a few jour-
nalists have become experts on filing Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) requests and through their 
practices open up access to new data on a regular 
basis. Journalists working with public data seem to 
assume that open access data generally is of limited 
interest, that the information that would generate 
stories is stacked away. An experienced data jour-
nalist agreed:

For most of the stories we do, we still go and get data 
from an agency. It’s not stuff that they make available 
online.

Bots and drones also collect data, but these 
operations need to be designed and monitored by 
someone and the data used in a meaningful way. 
In this sense the constraints on software-generated 
news are grounded both in the limited capacity to 
create algorithms that understand unstructured 
and messy data as well as in the lack of access to 
data that is reasonably structured to allow less ad-
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vanced algorithms to create automated content, 
and this should not be seen as a minor hindrance.

Another constraint is statistical and the way 
journalists, or rather their editors, treat the con-
cept of probability. An editor would certainly not 
accept a news item with an 85% or 95% certainty 
of being true, while dealing with uncertain issues 
such as climate change inherently means accepting 
that there are qualified estimations we might not be 
able to prove 100%.

There are also concerns that automation of 
news will block young people from entry level jobs 
where they are able to learn how to do journalism 
and acquire tacit knowledge. A news manager ex-
pressed his concerns:

You have to learn your trade by doing when the stakes 
are low. You learn how to read an earnings statement. 
You learn how to talk to people, you learn how to talk 
to police and you learn how to watch a baseball game 
from the point of view of a reporter and not a fan. I 
worry about what it might do.

Research on computational journalism has 
emerged out of the nexus between computer sci-
ence and journalism and primarily been concerned 
with “building things” (Anderson, 2013), which 

is only natural considering the new skills that are 
needed. A cultural obstacle exists in journalism 
practice that can be illustrated by a quote from one 
academic involved in both journalism and comput-
er science. 

They’re [journalists] very skeptical to the point [that] 
in a technology community they would be considered 
negative. They’re always down to, “That won’t work. 
Why do you think that will work?? Why do you think 
that’s good enough?” [Computer scientists say:] I 
don’t know but shut up and let’s build it. 

It seems like journalists are used to being in 
charge of editorial processes. Overarching social 
and cultural concerns  need to be part of the reori-
entation towards advanced computational journal-
ism. One practical example: documentation of work 
progress is mainly absent in journalism methods 
while in computer science it is crucial to have accu-
rate metadata that, for instance, explains how data 
has been collected, as well as detailed descriptions 
on how software code has been written. That is an 
integral part of computer science, so that the next 
person will be able to understand and use the same 
items of data or code.

FUTURE OF ALGORITHMS AND JOURNALISM

The second research question – can the promise 
that automation will free journalists from repetitive 
routine tasks to more qualitative forms of journal-
ism really be trusted – is partly possible to answer 
based on the expert interviews. At AP this seemed 
definitely to be the case, while it is less clear if this 
is true with Local Labs. Therefore I turn to the re-
search literature for additional guidance and I will 
focus on some positive expectations of computa-
tional journalism, namely that human journalists 
will need to work smarter with the help of better al-
gorithms, developing hybrid forms of human-ma-
chine interaction much in the way that chess play-
ers have improved their ratings thanks to smart 
chess programs (Thompson, 2010) or pathologists 
use computer aided diagnostics (CAD) to improve 
efficiency, accuracy, and consistency (Hipp et al., 
2011). The impact on journalism does not stop at 
software-generated news based on structured data 
from financial reports or sports results. Self-writ-
ing software will be able to rewrite its functionality 
on the move, “whether through genetic algorithms, 
viral coding structures or merely connective or ar-
tificial intelligence like encoding behaviour or ex-
pert systems” (Berry, 2011). Computer scientists 
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have for the last couple of decades been working 
on evolutionary algorithms whose purpose is to 
solve multi-objective optimisation problems that 
involve several conflicting objectives (Zhou et al., 
2011). The evolutionary algorithm learns how to 
solve problems with a reasonable level of compe-
tency even when the conditions change. These al-
gorithms, though still in an early stage, may pro-
vide developers with solutions to automate more 
advanced forms of journalism, a system that adapts 
its behaviour to meet its goal in a range of environ-
ments (Domingos, 2015; Fogel, 2006). However, 
there have been many false starts of human-level 
artificial intelligence where systems have failed to 
perform robustly on real-world tasks (Bostrom, 
2014).

I suppose that algorithms will force journalists 
to think harder at defining their core human capa-
bilities, such as developing emotional and social 
intelligence, curiosity, authenticity, humility, em-
pathy, and the ability to become better listeners, 
collaborators, and learners. Journalists tend to de-
fine their occupation by the tasks that are fulfilled 
rather than what skills and knowledge a person 
needs to possess to fulfil them (Van Dalen, 2012). 
Subject matter experts will also continue to exist 
outside the realm of what we can expect from ro-

bots (Hoyle Brown, Roehrig, & Malhotra, 2015). 
However, journalists need some basic training 

in computational thinking (CT) which refers to a 
way of “solving problems, designing systems, and 
understanding human behaviour that draws on 
concepts fundamental to computer science” (Wing, 
2006, p. 33). CT is the integration of logical, al-
gorithmic, scientific, and innovative dimensions 
of human cognition, pointing towards openness 
to new ideas, revolutionising all kinds of occupa-
tions, including journalism (Gynnild, 2014; Wing, 
2011). In essence, these are new domain skills of 
journalism for mastering data, the product of au-
tomation and digitisation. The CEO of Narrative 
Science, Stuart Frankel, has said that the few hu-
man writers who work for the company have to be-
come “meta-journalists” who design the templates, 
frames and angles into which the algorithm inserts 
the data (Gore, 2015). Because of the explosion of 
rich process-level data, journalists need different 
analytical domain skills to develop and work with 
artificial intelligence and machine learning (Hoyle 
Brown et al., 2015).

If people practicing journalism are capable of 
thinking along those lines they should also be able 
to expand the traditionally rather narrow self-
perception of professional opportunities. After all, 

their capabilities will cover expertise that is central 
to all adults: key information-processing skills in 
literacy (reading skills), numeracy (mathematical 
skills), and skills in problem-solving in technology-
rich environments (OECD, 2013).

CONCLUSIONS: AUTOMATION AND NEWS 
WORK

Here are some provisional conclusions from this 
study. Journalism logic on its lowest level can eas-
ily be built into algorithms and thus form a simple 
automaton model for journalism, while more com-
plex forms of journalism are harder to turn into 
news applications due to the high degree of uncer-
tainty around the application of rules.

Data is a core issue. News algorithms cannot 
function without structured data and the way data 
is chosen, evaluated, and “cleaned” – standardised, 
normalised and validated, some would say manip-
ulated – is, or at least should be, a process subject 
to journalistic decisions. There are many questions 
regarding the accessibility of data, where it comes 
from, how it is produced, and for what purpose. 
The futurist dream that all public data will be open 
source is contradicted by the fact that, for instance, 
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public bodies such as municipalities don’t have the 
resources or the incentives to digitize printed re-
cords. The access to data becomes an economic, not 
a democratic, decision. However, there are plenty 
of private data producers who, for a number of rea-
sons, some of them less altruistic, are more than 
willing to let media companies use their data. In 
this case a critical journalistic approach is neces-
sary.

News algorithms function as self-contained 
processes and “black boxes” but they are socially 
constructed (Bijker, Hughes, & Pinch, 1987), thus 
they are subject to negotiation. That social context 
is a cause of concern to be discussed. Journalists 
should therefore be able to add value to the process 
of building news applications by providing crucial 
meaning-making on what is important and signifi-
cant – distilling insights. Holding people in power 
to account is somewhat less trivial than helping us-
ers find the best cup of coffee in the neighbourhood.

Journalists certainly need to deal with intraor-
ganisational tension and work closely with comput-
er scientists or programmers in the process of cre-
ating algorithms for different purposes, but should 
also learn how to investigate algorithm decision 
systems critically.

The relationship with the audience is a special 
concern (Napoli, 2003). Journalists have with the 
arrival of citizen journalism already been moving 
away from a transactional relationship with the au-
dience to an interactional exchange, but rather as 
one-off and ad hoc. Journalists now have, thanks 
to user data, much better analytical tools for un-
derstanding user engagement with certain types of 
content and services in multiple and complex ways. 
Editorial decisions are increasingly being based on 
large sets of user data and supported by automated 
processes. This means that media organisations 
will need to fundamentally redefine what media 
audiences mean to them (Napoli, 2012).

This study within an institutional framework 
of media production has primarily shown how 
the work of journalists is empowered and supple-
mented, but also replaced by smart machines. The 
three cases of news automation studied showed 1) 
increased efficiency and job satisfaction with au-
tomation of monotonous and error-prone routine 
tasks (Associated Press), 2) automation of journal-
ism routine tasks resulting in losses of journalist 
jobs (Local Labs), and 3) new forms of work that 
require computational thinking (ProPublica). One 
main finding is that rule-based instructions func-

tion in a finite sense in software-generated news, 
mainly due to the lack of structural data, but might 
not be applicable to all forms of journalism. Even 
though the chief scientist of Narrative Science, Kris 
Hammond, claims that computers will generate 
stories that win the Pulitzer Prize in a few years 
(Levy, 2012) the results of present operations with 
automated news shows the limitations: real artifi-
cial intelligence is still a work in progress, including 
evolutionary algorithms that are being developed. 
Journalists tend to work with certain rules that are 
historically grounded in the media production log-
ic, but that also inform ethical decisions. However, 
these are inconsistent and flexible, which reflects 
the need for creative and intuitive judgments in 
dealing with uncertainty and social interaction. In 
this sense, there is no algorithm for advanced jour-
nalism. 

Instead, the combinations of computer process-
ing power, programming, and human collective 
creativity have produced impressive results in jour-
nalism judging by recent projects based on large 
data sets, such as Reading the Riots, Cracking the 
Codes, Luxleaks, WikiLeaks’ Iraq War Logs, Docs 
for Dollars, the Panama Papers, and others.
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There are certainly ethical, moral, and opera-
tional considerations that come with the advent 
of software-generated news, since journalistic as-
pects are only part of the picture. Publishers, ad-
vertisers, data producers, governments, and users 
all have their own agendas in the political economy 
of algorithm systems. To this could be added that 
artificial intelligence tends to concentrate power in 
fewer hands, as already has been seen with Google, 
Facebook, and Twitter.

Algorithms can also be manipulated to an ex-
tent that is not possible with human beings, not 
even with the most aggressive attempts of coercion. 
These are some of the fields where journalism and 
media researchers need to think hard about the 
algorithm issue, especially the capabilities and im-
pact of journalists.
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